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Summary and Goals

Ongoing collaboration since early 2019

Validate the use and scalability of the Google Cloud

Evaluate its use for future computing models

2019: Cover for spikes with on-demand resources (CPUs)

2020: Access to a larger number of scarce resources (GPUs)

2020: Access to resources not available otherwise (TPUs)



Recent Achievements

Google Cloud customer story

Deployed Kubernetes based infrastructure to manage scale out use cases

Onboarding use cases into the new system

Done: GitLab Runners and Kubeflow / Machine Learning

Ongoing: JupyterHub, Binder, Dask, …

Cost analysis for usage of GPUs, TPUs and GPU vs TPU

Moved to rely on Cloudbank EU / Broker Pilot resources



Customer Story

https://cloud.google.com/customers/cern

Focus on the results from 2019

“Reperforming a Nobel Prize 
Discovery on Kubernetes”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTfp2woVEkA
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GitLab CI Runners

Access to a larger pool of resources, including some not accessible on-premises

End users do not realise they are running on public cloud resources

https://gitlab.cern.ch/rbritoda/gitlab-runner-public
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ML and Kubeflow

Scaling out a ML workload can be hard

Access to often scarce resources

Adapting the code, managing the deployment / infrastructure

Kubeflow is the machine learning toolkit for Kubernetes

Manages the full ML lifecycle: from data preparation to serving

Built-in constructs (operators) for distributing workloads

Support for all popular frameworks: TensorFlow, Pytorch, MXNet, MPI, …

Hiding all the infra details so end users focus on their code

https://www.kubeflow.org/
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ML and Kubeflow: 3D GANs

With Renato Cardoso, Sofia Vallecorsa, Dejan Golubovic

Fast simulation with 3DGANs ( see Renato’s talk earlier )

TF based, already adapted to use tf.distributed.Strategy

Can we scale this out to a large number of GPUs? And TPUs?

Steps

1. Wrap it in a TFJob
2. Evaluate optimal GPU layout (cards per node, number nodes), minimize contention
3. Evaluate optimal batch size
4. Train with a large number of resources, evaluate efficiency



ML and Kubeflow: 3D GANs
Training Time (per epoch)

Settled on nodes with 8 GPUs each, total 128 GPUs

Training time reduced from 1780 secs to 34 secs

Close to linear scaling almost all the way
52x improvement with 128 GPUs vs 2 GPUs

TPU-v3 with slighter better results vs equivalent GPUs
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Training Time (per epoch)

Close to flat cost when scaling out the number of GPUs

Preemptibles a major cost saving option when possible

TPUs offer 2.5x savings compared to equivalent GPU setup

Preemptible TPUs only available with 8 cores



Summary

Running a multi-cloud Kubernetes based infrastructure

Auto scaling based on demand - grow and pay only when needed

Transparent to end users, multiple service entrypoints

Achieved linear scaling of single workload up to 128 GPUs

52x times faster than 2 GPUs, with similar overall cost

Demonstrated the public cloud can scale and be cost effective

With potential benefits in compute time for end users

Preemptible GPUs (as for CPUs) offer a huge gain in cost

(Preemptible up to 8) TPUs even better if / when workloads can make use of them



Next Steps

Continue onboarding new use cases ( do reach out - ricardo.rocha@cern.ch )

Continue pushing scale out workloads

Ongoing test with up to 1024 GPUs for a single workload

Similar test with much larger TPUs, up to v3-512 cores

Evolve usage accounting and billing

Prototype deployed for (external) billing estimation - Prometheus based

Explore options to link single cluster usage to multiple billing accounts

mailto:ricardo.rocha@cern.ch

